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Stewart Rhodes 

We need to push Tump to do his duty. 
If he doesn't, we will do ours. 

Declare Independence. 

Defy 
Resist 
Defend 
Conquer or Die 

This needs to be our attitude. 

httr;2s://.m.y:outube.comf.watch? 
v=uZfRaWAtBVg 

Watch that video. Brilliant use of 
modern multi-media. 

That's what we need. 

Delegitimize them 
Mock them. 
Make fun of them 
Thumb your nose at "Gropy Joe, the 
Pretender-in-Chief" and "Heels Up" 
Harris, his Vice (Ridden) Pretender. 

Tar and feather them and hang them 
in effigy. v 
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Watch that video. Brilliant use of 
modern multi-media. 

That's what we need. 

Delegitimize them 
Mock them. 
Make fun of them 
Thumb your nose at "Gropy Joe, the 
Pretender-in-Chief" and "Heels Up" 
Harris, his Vice (Ridden) Pretender. 

Tar and feather them and hang them 
in effigy. 

Make it fun. 

But also make it deadly serious that 
we won't comply. We will defy. We 
will nullify. 

Let's adopt the Q slogan of 
WWG1WGA. 

Where We Go One, We Go All. 

We nullify TOGETHER 

New Message 
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Let's adopt the Q slogan of 
WWG1WGA. 

Where We Go One, We Go All. 

We nullify TOGETHER 

We defy TOGETHER. 

We resist TOGETHER 

We defend TOGETHER. 

They come for one of us, they come 
for all of us. 

When they come for us, we go for 
them. 

When they strike at our leaders, we 
strike at their leaders. 

This is the path of the Founders. It's 
what they did. 
Mon 10:34 PM 

0- 5 4 ~ 2 

Red Pi II Patriot 

I love to hear it. WWG1WGA 

Family. 
Mon 10:34 PM 
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sons. 

All brothers. 

All from the same town. 

All from the same county. 

And don't forget the "dangerous old 
men" like Samuel Whittemore 
Mon 10:37 PM 

:::: 3 

Red Pi II Patriot 

We mustn't forget that. We are all one. 
We are one family. 
Mon 10:38 PM 

Stewart Rhodes 

Replying to Gray Gator 1 

We are Militia ! 
We don't have to play by their rule ... 

That's right. And as our state 
constitutions still say to this day, all 
power is held by the people. Period. 

2 

And we reserve the right to alter or 
abolish ANY form of government, or to 
abolish it. ANY form. Including this 
one. 
Mon 10:39 PM 

? 
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Stewart Rhodes 

Remember: 

"We hold these truths to be self
evident, that all men are created 
equal, that they are endowed by their 
Creator with certain unalienable 
Rights, that among these are Life, 
Liberty and the pursuit of 
Happiness.--That to secure these 
rights, Governments are instituted 
among Men, deriving their just powers 
from the consent of the governed, -
That whenever any Form of 
Government becomes destructive of 
these ends, it is the Right of the 
People to alter or to abolish it, and to 
institute new Government, laying its 
foundation on such principles and 
organizing its powers in such form, as 
to them shall seem most likely to 
effect their Safety and Happiness." 
Mon 10:40 PM 

5 
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Stewart Rhodes 

This "government" is now unjust. And 
it does NOT derive its power from the 
consent of the governed. It gets its 
UNJUST power from stealing elections 
and making a mockery of our consent. 

And there is no liberty, no commerce 
(unless you are among the favored 
elite, or a massive corporation), no 
redress or grievances. 

I Replying to Gray Gator 1 

You know the thing ... ( Joe Biden ) 

Hahahahaha. 
Mon 10:44 PM 

Paul 

Listening. Some good points, but IMO 
we need to look at this like any 
business. Wr want numbers. We need 
to market OK to all American patriots. 
American Nationalists. Of whatever 
color, sex, sexual preference or 
religion. Make us us accepted. It is our 
country that matters, that makes us 
Americans. And sue anyone that 
defames us. Get with PB, 3% , hook 
up with fightbackfoundation, the 
lawyers that are defending 
Rittenhouse and sue those fuckers at 
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Paul 

Listening. Some good points, but IMO 
we need to look at this like any 
business. Wr want numbers. We need 
to market OK to all American patriots. 
American Nationalists. Of whatever 
color, sex, sexual preference or 
religion. Make us us accepted. It is our 
country that matters, that makes us 
Americans. And sue anyone that 
defames us. Get with PB, 3% , hook 
up with fightbackfoundation, the 
lawyers that are defending 
Rittenhouse and sue those fuckers at 
SPLC etc who call us racists and all 
kinds of vile crap. Take their money. 
Incorporate. Hire lawyers and PR 
people and get numbers. Make our 
own videos. The patriots are out there, 
we just have to get them . 
Mon 10:44 PM 

Gray Gator 1 

Replying to Paul 

Listening. Some good points, but 
IMO we need to look at this like any ... 

We have associations with them but 
not fill affiliation . Big different . But I 
agree we need to be the leaders and 
we are poised to do just that 
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Stewart Rhodes 

Replying to Paul 

Listening. Some good points, but 
IMO we need to look at this like any ... 

Sure. But don't lose sight of the goals. 
The goal needs to be to reinstitute 
what the Founders told us was 
NECESSARY to the security of a free 
state. 

Which was what? 
Mon 10:50 PM 

AmericanPatriot242 

Life liberty and the pursuit of 
happiness. 

Replying to AmericanPatriot242 

Life liberty and the pursuit 
of happiness. 

Bad grammar sorry . 
Mon 10:54 PM 

Monk 

Replying to Stewart Rhodes 

Sure. But don't lose sight of the 
goals. The goal needs to be to rein ... 

A well regulated militia! 
Mon 10:58 PM 
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Stewart Rhodes 

The militia is what is missing. Sure, on 
paper we are all still the militia. But 
not on the ground. Not in "meat 
space". 

That's what we need to fix. 

In your town: 

Who's on your buddy team? 

Who's on your fire team? 

Who's in your squad? 

Who's in your "home guard" "family 
safe" armed neighborhood watch? 

Who's in your town militia? 

Who's in your county militia? 

Who is on your state-wide QRF? Men 
who WILL answer the call and roll out 
when you need them, in your state? 

And then who is in your regional QRF? 

And at every level, of course, ask Who 
are your allies from other groups who 
you can rely on? 

New Message 
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Who's in your "home guard" "family 
safe" armed neighborhood watch? 

Who's in your town militia? 

Who's in your county militia? 

Who is on your state-wide QRF? Men 
who WILL answer the call and roll out 
when you need them, in your state? 

And then who is in your regional QRF? 

And at every level, of course, ask Who 
are your allies from other groups who 
you can rely on? 

2 

But above all, when some secret 
police goon squad comes for you in 
the middle of the night, who will be 
there to stop them or to at least make 
their lives hell while they try to extract. 

Think back to the Founders. 

What happened to the red coat goons 
who tried to arrest Sam Adams and 
John Hancock? They got the living 
shit shot out of them on the way back 
to Boston. 
Mon 11 :08 PM 
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I The militia is what is missing. Sure, 
on paper we are all still the militia .... 

Sad but true, a wake up call to go out 
there and and work it out. Build a map 
road of defiance-Rhodes's 

Replying to Monk 

Sad but true, a wake up call to go out 
there and and work it out. Build a m ... 

If is not to late! 
Mon 11 :10 PM 

Turmoil-25 

So we need a continental army. 
Between the Boston tea party and 
Lexington & concord there were many 
years. We need to do in days what our 
founder had years to do . 
Mon 11 :10 PM 

AmericanPatriot242 

This will not be over in days. This will 
drag out years I presume. Some kind 
of conflict probably larger then world 
war 3 is looming on the horizon. 

But I agree. We have to move in that 
direction in the pursuit of freedom 
once again 

World war 2* 
• Mon 11 :13 PM 
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Mon 11 :15 PM 

Today 

Garboard Strake 

Replying to Stewart Rhodes 

Gents, look to the Founding Fathers 
playback. That's what I will be usin ... 

For more on the Founding Father's 
play book, the organization of militias 
and the organizational structures of 
the early patriots, i strongly 
recommend reading Paul Revere's 
Ride, by David Hachett Fischer. Read 
it today!!! 9 
15h V 
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Gray Gator 1 

One rule that must be abided by : 
Go one your a criminal 
Go dozens your a cell 
Go hundreds your a movement 
Go thousands your Patriots 

What ever we do , no matter 
How old , tired , gotta work , my family 
needs me here , we have to do it 
together all of us. 

We can't be anything but Patriots! 
Or we lose. 
10h 

2 

WWG1WGA. Is last nights take away ! 
10h 

The 11 New Confederacy"? Yes, It's Time 
For Conservatives To Unite Against The ... 
www.zerohedge.com 

Hatsy 

httQs:/f.www.zerohedge.com/.Qolitical/ 
new-confederacy_-y_es-its-time
conservatives-unite-against-globalist
reset? 
utm source=feedburner&utm mediu 
m=feed&utm camQaign=Feed%3A+z 
erohedge%2Ffeed+ 
%28zero+hedqe+-
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Hatsy 

Longish article, but worthy read . 
Suggests we form a new confederacy. 
Agrees that martial law is a bad idea 
9h 

Monk 

Replying to Hatsy 

Longish article, but worthy read. 
Suggests we form a new confedera ... 

Insurrection act! 
9h 

Hatsy 

Only Trump can do that. And will he? If 
not, then ... 
9h 

Monk 

Replying to Hatsy 

Only Trump can do that. And will he? 
If not, then ... 

Yeah and I don't know what the he'll 
he's waiting for! 
9h 

Gray Gator 1 

Bad advisors and no one wants to be 
the President that started the 2nd 
revolution. That's why we have to 
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Gray Gator 1 

Bad advisors and no one wants to be 
the President that started the 2nd 
revolution. That's why we have to 
press the issue and make him act ! 
9h 

Attorney Jenna Ellis Says 
President Trump Should Not ... 

Attorney Jenna Ellis has advised President 
Donald Trump against using the 
Insurrection Act as he continues to chall. .. 
www.newsmax.com 

Hatsy 

httQs:/f.www.newsmax.com/J/ 
newsmaxf.article/.1002638/j 
8h 

Trump attorney says don't use 
insurrection act 

There you have it folks ... 
8h 

Gray Gator 1 

Yes that was the same as she said last 
week after the meeting guliani is doing 
the same . Bad advisors 
8h 
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Gray Gator 1 

Yes that was the same as she said last 
week after the meeting guliani is doing 
the same . Bad advisors 
8h 

Red Pi II Patriot 

Trump has people telling him "do it" 
and he has people telling him "don't 
do it" 

It will come down to what he thinks is 
right in the end. 
8h 

Gator Kane 

Replying to Hatsy 

Longish article, but worthy read. 
Suggests we form a new confedera ... 

I agree. (imho) it's the most peaceful 
solution. Give them they're part of the 
country and they can run it how they 
want. We'll keep our part and follow 
the Constitution. 

And then there's the chynee to 
consider. They want our land mass 
8h 

lol<CM a.. .. _ ..... ____ _ ·--.......... .,,._,.....,,, ___ , _.,.,..., ,,_ ,n 

------·· .. ·_ 
Dig on property in America 
1--=---- L-- ■ --L.&. -.&. -•-----=---- --.&. 
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